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Abstra t

We study the stati membership problem: Given a set S of at most n keys drawn from
a universe U of size m, store it so that queries of the form \Is u in S ?" an be answered
by making few a esses to the memory. We study s hemes for this problem that use spa e
lose to the information theoreti lower bound of (n log( mn )) bits and yet answer queries
by reading a small number of bits of the memory.
We show that for  > 0, there is a s heme that stores O( n2 log m) bits and answers
membership queries using a randomized algorithm that reads just one bit of memory and
errs with probability at most . We onsider s hemes that make no error for queries in S , but
are allowed to err with probability at most  for queries not in S . We show that there exist
su h s hemes that store O(( n )2 log m) bits and answer queries using just one bitprobe. If
multiple probes are allowed, then the number of bits stored an be redu ed to O(n1+Æ log m)
for any Æ > 0. The s hemes mentioned above are based on probabilisti onstru tions of set
systems with small interse tions.
We show lower bounds that ome lose to our upper bounds (for a large range of n
and ): S hemes that answer queries with just one bitprobe and error probability  must
n
use (  log(1
=) log m) bits of storage; if the error is restri ted to queries not in S , then the
n2
s heme must use ( 2 log(
n=) log m) bits of storage.
We also onsider deterministi s hemes for the stati membership problem and show
tradeo s between spa e and the number of probes.

1 Introdu tion
In this paper, we study the stati membership problem: Given a subset S of at most n keys
from a universe U = f1; 2; : : : ; mg, store it so that queries of the form \Is u in S ?" an be
answered by making few a esses to the memory. This is a fundamental data stru ture problem
with a long history. Yao [36℄ showed that if the data stru ture onsists of a table with n ells
where the keys are stored expli itly and the universe from whi h the set S is hosen is large
enough, then the sorted table with binary sear h is optimal. In order to study data stru tures
where elements of the set S are not stored expli itly, Yao (in the same paper) proposed the ell
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probe model. In this model, the set S is stored as a table of ells, ea h apable of holding one
element of the universe; that is, if the universe has size m, where m is a power of two, then
ea h ell holds log m bits. Queries are to be answered by probing the table adaptively; that is,
ea h probe an depend on the results of earlier probes and the query element u. The goal is to
pro ess membership queries with as few probes as possible, and at the same time keep the size
of the table small.
Fredman, Komlos and Szemeredi [15℄ gave a solution for the stati membership problem in
the ell probe model that used a onstant number of probes and a table of size O(n). We shall
refer to this s heme as the FKS s heme. Note that if one is required
to store sets of size at most
P
m
n, then there is an information theoreti lower bound of dlog in i e on the number of bits
used. For n  m1 (1) , this implies that the data stru ture must store (n log m) bits (and
must, therefore, use (n) ells). Thus, up to onstant fa tors, the FKS s heme uses optimal
spa e and number of ell probes. In fa t, Fiat et al. [11℄, Brodnik and Munro [5℄ andPPagh [24℄

obtain s hemes that use spa e (in bits) that is within a small additive term of dlog in mi e
and yet answer queries by reading at most a onstant number of ells.
An important variation of the ell probe model is the bitprobe model, where ea h ell holds
just a single bit, rather than an element of the universe. Thus, in this model, the query algorithm
is given bitwise a ess to the data stru ture. Arguably, the bitprobe omplexity of a data
stru ture problem is a fundamental measure; this, in parti ular, applies to de ision problems
su h as the membership problem, where the nal answer to a query is a single bit. The bitprobe
model is older than the ell probe model. The membership problem was studied in the bitprobe
model already by Minsky and Papert in their 1969 book Per eptrons [23℄. They were interested
in average- ase upper bounds for this problem, and did not study worst ase bounds. Although
the bitprobe omplexity of several other stati and dynami data stru ture problems has been
studied sin e then [8, 12, 13, 14, 21, 35℄, the bitprobe omplexity of the stati membership
problem has re eived very little attention sin e the work of Minsky and Papert.1 In this paper,
we study worst- ase bounds for the membership problem. Thus, our goal is to answer queries
using the minimum number of bitprobes, and at the same time keep the number of bits stored in
the table small.
1.1

Randomized s hemes

We investigate the omplexity of the stati membership problem when the query pro essing
algorithm tosses oins to de ide whi h bits of the memory to read and is allowed to answer
in orre tly with a ertain small probability. Though using Las Vegas-style randomization to
onstru t data stru tures is a well known and established te hnique (used, for instan e, in many
hashing based data stru tures, su h as the FKS-s heme), Monte Carlo style randomization in
the query algorithm has been used in the eld of data stru tures only very re ently [22, 18℄.
We onsider two kinds of randomized s hemes: (a) those that make one-sided errors, where the
errors are restri ted to negative instan es alone (that is, these s hemes never say `No' when the
query element u is in the set S ); (b) s hemes that are allowed to make two-sided errors (that

1 The only ex eption we are aware of is a remark by Yao and Yao [35℄ stating without proof that if one ignores
onstant fa tors, the FKS s heme is optimal in the bitprobe model as well: that is, every s heme that uses
O (n log m) bits of storage must use
(log m) bitprobes (assuming n  m). For justi ation and generalization
of this remark, see Theorem 6 of this paper.
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is, errors are allowed for positive as well as negative instan es). It is also possible to onsider
s hemes that make errors on positive instan es alone, but for the important ase of one-probe
s hemes, we show that su h s hemes annot do better than deterministi s hemes.

1.1.1 Randomized s hemes with two-sided error
Our main result says that there are randomized s hemes that use just one bitprobe, and yet use
spa e lose to the information theoreti lower bound of (n log m) bits.
Theorem 1 For any 0 <   41 , there is a s heme for storing subsets S of size at most n of
a universe of size m using O( n2 log m) bits so that any membership query \Is u 2 S ?" an be
answered with error probability at most  by a randomized algorithm whi h probes the memory
at just one lo ation determined by its oin tosses and the query element u.
In ontrast, deterministi s hemes that answer queries using a single bitprobe need m bits of
storage (see Theorem 11 of Se tion 4.1). By allowing randomization, we an redu e this bound
(for onstant ) to O(n log m) bits. This is within a onstant fa tor of the spa e used by a sorted
table or a hash table; for n  m1 (1) , it is within a onstant fa tor of the information theoreti
minimum number of bits needed to store the data. Yet membership queries an be answered
with small error probability by looking at a single bit of the data stru ture. Note that we allow
randomization only in the query algorithm; it is still the ase that for ea h set S , there is exa tly
one asso iated data stru ture (S ). Also, the probability of error is at most  for all sets and
all queries.
Many of the previous results for the membership problem have been based on hashing [15,
36, 35℄. We depart from this tradition. The proof of Theorem 1 is based on two- olorings
of set systems. The set systems we use are related to those onsidered by Erd}os, Frankl and
Furedi [9℄ in their study of r- over-free family of sets. Similar set systems have been used to
great advantage in the onstru tion of pseudorandom generators and extra tors, starting with
the papers of Nisan [25℄ and Nisan and Wigderson [26℄ (for re ent appli ations, see [34, 30, 29, 2℄);
we refer to them as NW-designs.
The properties of NW-designs are, unfortunately, not strong enough for our proof. So, we
onstru t an appropriate set system ourselves. In Se tion 3, we des ribe this set system in more
detail and relate it to the existen e of a ertain kind of strong expander graphs. Although we
believe that su h s hemes an have pra ti al uses, our proof relies on an existential argument,
whi h we have not been able to make onstru tive. Subsequently, Ta-Shma [31℄, using re ent developments in pseudorandomess [32, 33℄, has obtained an expli it one-probe randomized s heme
with two-sided error  for a ertain range of n and . This s heme uses less spa e than the
s heme in Theorem 9 (of Se tion 3.1).
Is the result of Theorem 1 the best possible? As remarked above, (n log m) bits of spa e
is ne essary if n  m1 (1) . So, let us on entrate on the dependen e of the size on the error
probability . Unfortunately, our onstru tion does not permit us to have sub- onstant error
probability and still use optimal spa e. We show that this limitation is unavoidable: if  is made
sub- onstant, then we must use more than n log m spa e.
Theorem 2 Suppose mn1=3    14 . Then, any two-sided -error randomized s heme whi h
n
log m).
answers queries using one bitprobe must use spa e (  log(1
=)
Interestingly, the proof uses upper bounds as well as lower bounds for r- over-free families [9℄.
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1.1.2 Randomized s hemes with one-sided error
As stated above, we do not use NW-designs in our proof of Theorem 1, but instead use a related
set system. If we use NW-designs, then we don't get the same savings in spa e. However, we
an now ensure that the error made while pro essing the query is one-sided.
Theorem 3 For any 0 <   14 , there is a s heme for storing subsets S of size at most n of
a universe of size m using O(( n )2 log m) bits so that any membership query \Is u 2 S ?" an
be answered with error probability at most  by a randomized algorithm whi h makes a single
bitprobe to the data stru ture. Furthermore, if u 2 S , the probability of error is 0.
Note that the dependen e on n is now quadrati , unlike in the two-sided s heme where it was
linear. Though this s heme does not operate with optimal spa e, it still uses signi antly less
spa e than a bitve tor. We also show that the s heme we have is essentially optimal: there is
ne essarily a quadrati dependen e on n for any s heme with one-sided error.
Theorem 4 Suppose mn1=3    41 . Consider the stati membership problem for sets S of size
at most n from a universe of size m. Then, any s2 heme with one-sided error  that answers
n
log m) bits of storage.
queries using at most one bitprobe must use ( 2 log(
n=)
To prove this theorem, we again use the lower bounds for r- over-free families.

Remarks
1. The proof of Theorem 3 is non- onstru tive. We also show that there is an expli it onesided error randomized s heme that uses O(( n log m )2 ) bits of storage and answers queries
using one bitprobe. This result uses the expli it NW-designs (see Theorem 9 of Se tion 3.1).
2. One might also onsider one-probe one-sided error s hemes where no error is made for
query elements not in the set S . In this ase, we show (Theorem 11 of Se tion 4.1) that
randomness does not help at all: su h a s heme must use m bits of storage.
Thus, there is no one-sided error, one-probe s heme that uses optimal spa e. But the spa e
requirement an be redu ed if we allow more probes.
Theorem 5 Suppose 0 < Æ < 1. There is a randomized s heme with one-sided error n Æ that
solves the stati membership problem using O(n1+Æ log m) bits of storage and O( 1Æ ) bitprobes.
To prove this, we ombine a two-sided s heme obtained from Theorem 1 with ideas for one-sided
s hemes from Theorem 3.

Conne tion with ommuni ation omplexity. Theorems 1{4 an also be viewed in the
ommuni ation omplexity setting: Ali e gets u 2 f1; : : : ; mg, Bob gets S  f1; : : : ; mg of size
at most n, and Ali e sends a single message to Bob after whi h Bob announ es whether u 2 S .
Indeed, as was pointed out in [22℄, this ommuni ation game hara terizes the data stru ture
problem in the following way: If s is the optimal number of bits in the data stru ture that
an be queried with one bitprobe and a parti ular bound on the error on positive and negative
instan es, then log s  o(log s) is the number of bits sent from Ali e to Bob in an optimal proto ol
for the ommuni ation problem with the same error bounds. Thus, Theorems 1{4 give bounds
for the ommuni ation problem whi h are optimal within a low order term.
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Conne tion with oding theory. The membership problem in the bitprobe model has an
interesting oding theoreti interpretation: We are trying to give an en oding (u) of any m-bit
string u with at most n 1's so that the length of the en oding is lose to the rst order entropy
of u and so that any bit of u an be retrieved by looking at a few bits of (u). Thus, we are
trying to onstru t a lo ally de odable sour e ode, analogous to the lo ally de odable hannel
odes of [4, 20℄.
1.2

Deterministi

s hemes

As noted previously, the FKS hashing s heme is a data stru ture for storing sets of size at most
n from a universe of size m using O (n log m) bits, so that membership queries an be answered
using O(log m) bitprobes. We show that the FKS s heme makes an optimal number of bitprobes,
within a onstant fa tor, for this amount of spa e. This fa t follows from the following general
time-spa e tradeo .

Theorem 6 Suppose a deterministi s heme stores subsets of size n from a universe of size
m using s bits of storage and answers membership queries with t bitprobes to memory. Then,
m
2s
n  maxint i .
Corollary 1.1 Let  > 0;  1 be any onstants. There is a onstant Æ > 0 so that the following
holds. Let n  m1  and let a s heme for storing sets of size at most n of a universe of size m as
data stru tures of at most n log m bits be given. Then, any deterministi algorithm answering
membership queries using this stru ture must make at least Æ log m bitprobes in the worst ase.
While the FKS s heme makes an optimal number of probes, the probes made are adaptive. In
fa t, adaptiveness seems to be quite inherent in hashing-based s hemes. Somewhat surprisingly,
as a orollary to the proof of Theorem 1, we an prove that there is a s heme that uses O(n log m)
bits and answers membership queries with O(log m) non-adaptive bitprobes. Thus, adaptive
probes do not help mu h when we onsider deterministi s hemes that use O(n log m) spa e.
More generally, from Theorem 6, it follows that any deterministi s heme that answers
queries using t bitprobes must use spa e at least ntm (1=t) in the worst ase. We show the
existen e of s hemes whi h almost mat h the lower bound.

Theorem 7 1. There is a non-adaptive s heme that stores sets of size at most n from a
2
universe of size m using O(ntm t+1 ) bits and answers queries using 2t + 1 bitprobes. This
s heme is non-expli it.
2. There is an expli it adaptive s heme that stores sets of size at most n from a universe
of size m using O(m1=t n log m) bits and answers queries using O(log n + log log m) + t
bitprobes.

Thus, somewhat surprisingly, if we only are about spa e up to a polynomial, adaptive s hemes
are not more powerful than non-adaptive ones.
Finally, we turn our attention to deterministi two probe s hemes and ask if they an do
better than one probe s hemes, where bitve tors are optimal. We have not been able to answer
this question in general. We an show that this is the ase, if the two bitprobes made are
5

non-adaptive. Thus, the se ond bitprobe is useless for non-adaptive s hemes. However, we show
that there is a s heme with two adaptive bitprobes that does better than any s heme with two
non-adaptive bitprobes for n = 2. We do not know whether a se ond adaptive probe helps for
values of n greater than 2.

Theorem 8 1. Any s heme for storing subsets S of size at most n (n  2) of a universe of
size m su h that membership queries an be answered by two non-adaptive bitprobes uses
spa e s  m bits.
2. Let m  2 and let
s = O (m3=4 ).
1.3

n

= 2. Then there is a s heme with two adaptive bitprobes and spa e

Organization of the paper

We start with the formal de nitions in the next se tion. In Se tion 3, randomized s hemes with
one-sided error and two-sided error are presented. In Se tion 4, we prove lower bound results
for randomized s hemes. We end with results on deterministi s hemes in Se tion 5.

2 Notation and de nitions
Notation: Unless mentioned expli itly, all logarithms
in this paper are to the base 2. We use
A
[m℄ to denote
the set f1; 2; : : : ; mg. For a set A, n denotes the set of all subsets of A of size n,
A
and n denotes the set of all its subsets of size at most n.
De nition 2.1 (Storing s hemes) An (n; m; s)-storing s heme is a method for representing
any subset of size at most n of a universe
of size m as an s-bit string. Formally, an (n; m; s)[
m℄
storing s heme is a map  from n to f0; 1gs .
De nition 2.2 (Deterministi query s hemes) A deterministi (m; s; t)-query s heme is a
family fTu gu2[m℄ of m Boolean de ision trees of depth at most t. Ea h internal node in a de ision
tree is marked with an index between 1 and s, indi ating the address of a bit in an s-bit data
stru ture. For ea h internal node, there is one outgoing edge labeled \0" and one labeled \1".
The leaf nodes of every tree are marked `Yes' or `No'. Su h a tree Tu indu es a map from f0; 1gs
to fYes, Nog; this map will also be referred to as Tu .
De nition 2.3 (Deterministi s hemes) An (n; m; s)-storing s heme  and an (m; s; t)-query
s heme fTu gu2[m℄ together forms an (n; m; s; t)-s heme if 8S 2 [mn℄ ; 8u 2 [m℄ : Tu ((S )) =Yes
if and only if u 2 S .
In a non-adaptive s heme, the next probe to be made depends only on the input query q. It
does not depend on the results of the previous probes.

De nition 2.4 (Non-adaptive query s hemes) A non-adaptive query s heme is a deterministi s heme where in ea h de ision tree, all nodes on a parti ular level are marked with
the same index between 1 and s (but nodes on the same level in di erent trees may be marked
di erently).
6

In a randomized s heme, the storing s heme is deterministi as before. However, the query
algorithm is allowed to make random oin tosses to de ide the next lo ation to be probed.

De nition 2.5 (Randomized s hemes) A randomized (m; s; t)-query s heme is a family fu gu2[m℄
of probability distributions on the set of all Boolean de ision trees of depth at most t. We answer
the query \Is u in S ?" by pi king a de ision tree a ording to the distribution u, and return
the answer it gives. An (n; m; s)-storing s heme and a randomized (m; s; t)-query s heme together form an (n; m; s; t)-randomized s heme. We say that a randomized s heme has positive
one-sided error  if, for u 62 S , the error probability on queries \Is u in S ?" is 0, i.e., the
answer `No' is always returned, while if u 2 S , the error probability on the query \Is u in S ?"
is at most . Similarly, a randomized s heme has negative one-sided error , if, for u 2 S , the
error probability on queries \Is u in S ?" is 0, i.e. the answer `Yes' is always returned, while if
u 62 S , the error probability on the query \Is u in S ?" is at most . We say that a randomized
s heme has two-sided error  if on query \Is u in S?", the s heme returns the wrong answer
with probability at most .
We will be interested in one-probe randomized s hemes where, in parti ular, u will be a probability distribution on Boolean de ision trees that make at most one probe.
We say that a s heme is expli it if there are eÆ ient algorithms that an simulate the storing
s heme and the query s heme.

De nition 2.6 (Expli it storing s hemes) A family of storing s hemes, indexed by (n; m; s),
is expli it if there is a Turing ma hine, running in time sO(1) , whi h given S  f0; 1gm of size
n, outputs the representation (S ).
De nition 2.7 (Expli it query s hemes) A family of (randomized) query s hemes, indexed
by (m; s; t), is expli it if there is a (probabilisti ) Turing ma hine, running in time (t +log m)O(1)
whi h on input u and with ora le a ess to (S ) exe utes the orre t sequen e of probes a ording
to the query s heme and a epts or reje ts a ordingly.
De nition 2.8 (Expli it s hemes) A family of s hemes is expli it if the asso iated storing
and query s hemes are expli it.

3 Upper bounds for randomized s hemes
In this se tion, we show that there exist randomized one-probe s hemes that use small spa e.
We rst des ribe the randomized s heme with one-sided error; the s heme with two-sided error
an then be seen as a generalization. Randomized multi-probe s hemes with one-sided error will
be obtained by ombining one-probe s hemes with one-sided error and one-probe s hemes with
two-sided error.
All our s hemes will be based on set systems with small interse tions. In parti ular, we will
use a set system of the form f u gu2[m℄ , where u  [s℄. The query algorithm, on re eiving the
query \Is u in S ?", will probe a lo ation in u uniformly and answer `Yes' if and only if it nds
a 1 there.
We will des ribe our s hemes using a bipartite graph with vertex sets U and V : U is the
universe from whi h the set S to be stored is drawn and V is the set of lo ations in the memory.
7

We onne t u 2 U to v 2 V if on query \Is u in S ?" the ell v in the memory is probed by the
algorithm (for some out ome of oin tosses). Thus, when the query element is u, the algorithm
probes the memory lo ations in the neighborhood, (u), of u with uniform distribution.
3.1

Randomized s heme with one-sided error

Proof of Theorem 3: Our randomized s heme is based on a bipartite graph with vertex
sets U and V , where U = [m℄ and jV j = O(( n )2 log m). Any instan e of the data stru ture
orresponds to a oloring of V using olorsSfrom the set f0; 1g. Hen e, if the set S  U is
to be stored orre tly, then all lo ations in u2S (u) must be olored 1. This is be ause the
algorithm is not allowed to say `No' when the query element u is in S . Furthermore, sin e the
error probability is at most , for all u0 62 S , at most j (u0 )j lo ations in (u0 ) an be olored
1. Thus, we get the following ondition on the bipartite graph:
!

8S 2  n 8u0 2 U
U

S;

j (u0)

[

2

u S

We are thus required to pi k neighborhoods for verti es
graph satis es (1). An NW-design allows us to do this.

(u)j  (1

j (u0 )j:

)

(1)

2 U so that the resulting bipartite

u

De nition 3.1 A family of sets F is an (m; `; a)-design if F has m sets ea h of size `, and two
di erent sets in F have at most a elements in ommon.
Lemma 3.2 (Erd}os, Frankl and Furedi [9, Theorem 2.1℄) If m 
an (m; `; a 1)-design all of whose elements are subsets of [s℄.

s  ` 2
a = a

, then there is

We will use an (m; `; a)-design with a = dlog me and ` = dna=e. If s = d2e2 `2 =ae (whi h is
O (( n )2 log m), then
22
s
( 2ea2` )a
( as )a
a



2a  m;
e` 2a
e` 2a
` 2
(a)
(a)
a
and by the above lemma, there is an (m; `; a)-design (in fa t, an (m; `; a 1)-design), all of whose
elements are subsets of [s℄. Let f 1 ; 2 ; : : : ; m g be su h a design.

Storing s heme: Suppose the set to be stored is fu1 ; : : : ; uk g; k  n. Store a bitstring T of
size s with 1's in all lo ations in M = u1 [ u2 [ : : : [ uk and 0 elsewhere.
Query s heme: On query \Is u in S ?", do the following:
Step 1: Pi k a random lo ation i uniformly from
Step 2: If T (i) is 1, say `Yes', otherwise say `No'.

u

.

Corre tness: If u 2 S , then every lo ation in u has a 1 and hen e we say `Yes'. On the other
hand, if u 62 S , then jM \ u j  na. Hen e, the probability that the algorithm says `Yes'
when we hoose a random lo ation in u is at most jnauj = na`  .

8

The following theorem gives a slightly weaker bound than the one stated in Theorem 3 but
it has the advantage that the s heme is expli it. It is based on the expli it version of Lemma 3.2
(see [9, Example 3.2℄ or [26℄).

Theorem 9 For any  > 0 and any n; m, there is an (n; m; s)-storing s heme with s =
n log m
O ((  )2 ) and an asso iated randomized one probe query s heme with a negative one-sided
error at most . This s heme is expli it.
Proof Let F be a nite eld of size q, where q is the smallest power of two whi h is at least
(n log m)=. If d = dlog me 1, then the number of univariate polynomials of degree at most d
is qd+1  m. We will asso iate with the element u 2 [m℄ a unique polynomial
pu (X )

dlog me
def X

=

i=1

ui X i 1 ;

where ui is the i-th bit in the binary representation of u. Now, we store S as a q  q bitmap,
indexed by F  F, with bit (x; y) on, if and only if pu (x) = y for some u 2 S . The size of the
data stru ture is as laimed. To answer the query \Is u in S ?", we pi k x 2 F at random, and
say `Yes' if and only if bit (x; pu (x)) of the bitmap is 1. Clearly, if u 2 S , we always say `Yes'. If
u 62 S , then for all u0 2 S , the graphs of pu and pu0 have at most d points in ommon. Thus, at
most nd lo ations of the form (x; pu (x)) of the bitmap will ontain a 1. Note that nd=q  .

Remark: By hoosing parameters more arefully in the above proof, we an redu e the spa e
requirement in the above theorem to O(  log((nnloglogmm)=) )2 .
3.2

Randomized s heme with two-sided error

We now present a s heme that uses spa e O( n2 log m) and answers queries using a single bit
probe, making an error with probability at most . The spa e needed depends linearly on n,
and when  is a onstant, it is within a onstant fa tor of a sorted table or a hash table.

Proof of Theorem 1: We may assume that m is large, say m  100. We rst des ribe
the main ideas of our randomized s heme using the the bipartite graph G = (U; V; E ), where
U = [m℄ and V = [s℄. On query \Is u in S ?", the query algorithm probes a random lo ation
in (u), and says `Yes' if and only if the lo ation probed ontains 1. Now, suppose we need to
store the set S  U (jS j  n). Then, we need a oloring S : V ! f0; 1g, su h that for all u 2 S ,
at least (1 )j (u)j elements of (u) are olored 1, and for all u0 62 S , at least (1 )j (u0 )j
elements of (u0 ) are olored 0. Thus, we need to nd neighborhoods for
the verti es so that
U 
the system of sets f (u)gu2U admits su h a oloring S for all S 2 n . This motivates the
following de nition.
De nition 3.3 Let C1 ; C0  2V . We say that (C1 ; C0 ) is -two- olorable if there exists  : V
f0; 1g su h that:
9

!

8T 2 C1; j 1 (0) \ T j  jT j; and
2. 8T 2 C0 ; j 1 (1) \ T j  jT j.
We say that C  2V is (n; )-two- olorable if (C1 ; C0 = C C1 ) is -two- olorable for all C1 2
1.

C
n .
In this terminology, our goal an be stated as follows: nd a bipartite graph G = (U; V; E ), with
U = [m℄ and V = [s℄, su h that f (u)gu2U is an (n; )-two- olorable olle tion of m distin t
non-empty sets. We will show that su h a graph exists with jV j = O( n2 log m). For this, we rst
identify a suÆ ient ondition, whi h we all the (n; )-interse tion property, for a olle tion to be
(n; )-two- olorable. We then observe that if G has a ertain expansion property then f (u)gu2U
has the (n; )-interse tion property. Finally, using a probabilisti argument, we show that graphs
with the required expansion property exist. To outline the main steps of our proof, we show the
following impli ations, and the existen e of an (m; s; n; d; )-expander with s = O( n2 log m).
G

= (U; V; E ) is an (m; s; n; d; )-expander Def. 3.8

k
kLemma 3.9
+
f (u)gu2U has the (n; )-interse tion property
k
kLemma 3.6
+
f (u)gu2U is (n; )-two- olorable
k
kClaim 3.4
+

Def. 3.5

Def. 3.3

(n; m; s; 1)-randomized s heme with error  Def. 2.5

Colorable families and randomized s hemes:
Lemma 3.4 Suppose the bipartite graph G = (U; V; E ), with U = [m℄ and V = [s℄, is su h that
f (u)gu2U is an (n; )-two- olorable olle tion of m non-empty sets. Then there is a randomized s heme for the membership problem that uses s bits to store sets S 2 Un , and answers
membership queries using one bitprobe, and with error probability at most .
Proof

The storing s heme: To store the set S 2 Un onsider the olle tions C1 = f (u)gu2S and
C0 = f (u)gu62S . Sin e f (u)gu2U is an (n; )-two- olorable olle tion, (C1 ; C0 ) is -twoolorable. Let  : V ! f0; 1g be a oloring satisfying the two onditions of Def. 3.3. We
store  as a table of s = jV j bits.
10

The query s heme: Given a query \Is u in S ?", pi k i uniformly at random from (u), and
return `Yes' if (i) = 1, and return `No' if (i) = 0.
Corre tness: If u 2 S , then (u) 2 C1 and j 1 (0) \ (u)j  j (u)j. Thus, Pr[(i) = 0℄  .
Similarly, if u 62 S , (u) 2 C0 and Pr[(i) = 1℄  .

2
Interse tion property and oloring: SupposeSwe wish to -two- olor (C1 ; C0 ). The rst
thing to try would be to olor all the elements in S 2C1 S with 1 and the rest with 0. Unfortunately, some sets in C0 might get more than an  fra tion of their elements olored 1, and
our oloring might not be proper. So, we need to rst identify those sets in C0 that might be
badly olored in this method: these are pre isely the sets that have large interse tion with the
union of the sets in C1 . Let C00 be the olle tion of these sets. We will now modify our oloring
method to pay spe ial attention to sets in C00 . For now, ignore the sets in C0 C00 , for they are
at no risk of being badly olored while ensuring that the sets in C1 are properly olored. So,
we are left with the problem of -two- oloring (C1 ; C00 ). If jC00 j < jC1 j, this is a smaller problem,
and we an use indu tion for this. This motivates the following de nition of the -interse tion
property. That this de nition is suÆ ient for -two- olorability is the main observation of this
se tion, whi h we state formally in Lemma 3.6 below.
De nition 3.5 Suppose
interse tion property if

C1

and

C0

are olle tions of sets. We say that (C1 ; C0 ) has the -

!

C1 (C 0 6= ;); jfS 2 C : jT \ ( [ T 0)j > jT jgj

0
1
n 1
T 0 2C10
!
[
8C00  C0n (C00 6= ;); jfT 2 C1 : jT \ ( T 0)j > jT jgj
T 0 2C00
8C 0

<

jC10 j;

<

jC00 j:

We say that a olle tion of sets C has the
(n; )-interse tion property if (C1 ; C0 = C

tion property for all C1 2 Cn .

-interse

(2)

and

(3)

C1) has the

Lemma 3.6 Suppose C1 ; C0  2V . If jC1 j  n and (C1 ; C0 ) has the (n; )-interse tion property,
then (C1 ; C0 ) is -two- olorable.
Corollary 3.7 If C has the (n; )-interse tion property, then C is (n; )-two- olorable.
Proof (of Lemma 3.6) We use indu tion on jC1 j + jC0 j. The base ase, when either C1 or C0 is
empty, is obvious. For the indu tion step, onsider a pair (C1 ; C0 ) of non-empty olle tions, with
jC1 j  n, that has the (n; )-interse tion property. We may assume that jC1j  jC0 j; otherwise,
inter hange the roles of 0 and 1. Let

C00 def
= fT 2 C0 : jT \ (
11

[
T 0 2C1

T 0) >  T

j

j jg:

Sin e (C1 ; C0 ) has the (n; )-interse tion property and 1  jC1 j
indu tion, there exists a two- oloring  : V ! f0; 1g su h that

 n, jC00 j

<

jC1j  jC0 j. By

8T 2 C1; j 1 (0) \ T j  jT j; and
(4)
0
1
8T 2 C0; j (1) \ T j  jT j:
(5)
S
We may assume that if (v) = 1 then v 2 T 2C1 T (otherwise, hange (v) to 0|this annot
hurt (4) and an only help (5)), that is,



 1 (1)

[
T

2C1

(6)

T:

We laim that  is also an -two- oloring of (C1 ; C0 ). For, if T 2
T 2 C00 , then it follows from (5), and if T 2 C0 C00 , then
[
T 0 j  jT j;
j 1 (1) \ T j  jT \
0
T 2C1

C1, this follows from (4), if

where the rst inequality follows from (6) and the se ond from the de nition of C00 .

2

Expanders and the interse tion property: We now relate the (n; )-interse tion property
of f (u)gu2U to a ertain expansion property of G = (U; V; E ).
De nition 3.8 We say that G = (U; V; E ) is an (m; s; n; d; )-expander if
ea h vertex in U has degree d and the following ondition holds:


8S 2

U
2n , j (S )j  (1



2

U

= [m℄,

V

= [s℄,

)jS jd:

(7)

Lemma 3.9 Suppose  < 1 and G = (U; V; E ) is an (m; s; n; d; )-expander with d  1. Then,
f (u)gu2U is a olle tion of m non-empty sets, and has the (n; )-interse tion property.
Proof Sin e  < 1, we have from (7) that j (fu; u0 g)j > d for distin t u; u0 2 U . Thus,
(u) 6= (u0 ), and there are m non-empty sets in f (u)gu2U . Suppose f (u)gu2U does not have
the (n; )-interse tion property, then there exists a set S = fu1 ; : : : ; uk ; v1 ; : : : ; vk g  U of 2k
(for some k 2 [n℄) distin t elements su h that for j = 1; : : : ; k,

j (vj ) \
But then j (S )j < 2kd

kd

 (1

2)


k
[

(ui )j > d:

i=1

 2kd = (1

j j violating (7).


2 ) S d,

2

Existen e of expanders: Finally, we show that the required expander graph exits.
Lemma 3.10 For
expander.

 >

0,

m

8

and

n



m=2,
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there is an (m; d 200n2log m e; n; b log m

; )-

Proof We show the existen e of the expander graph G = (U; V; E ), where U = [m℄ and V = [s℄,
using a standard probabilisti argument2 . For ea h vertex u in U , we independently hoose
its set of neighbors in V , (u), by pi king without repla ement d = b log m elements from V at
random. We wish to show that
with non-zero probability the resulting graph is an expander
U 
(satisfying (7)). For, T 2 2n , let

E (T ) def
 j (T )j < (1 2 )jT jd:

We wishto show that with non-zero probability we an (simultaneously) avoid E (T ) for all
T 2 U2n .
 2jT j
Claim 3.11 Pr[E (T )℄  m2
.

Proof Let t def
= jT j. We prove the laim under the assumption that the neighbors of u 2
U are hosen by sampling with repla ement. This will imply the laim even for sampling
without repla ement: to pi k a random set of size d, rst pi k d elements with repla ement,
resulting in d0 distin t elements (say), and then add d d0 new elements randomly. Suppose
def
T = fu1 ; u2 ; : : : ; ut g. Let N = td. With the hoi e of elements for (u1 ); : : : ; (ut ), where
(uj ) = fe(j 1)d+1 ; : : : ; ejd g, we asso iate N random variables X1 ; : : : ; XN su h that:
Xi

def

(

1 if ei 2 fe1 ; : : : ; ei
0 otherwise

=

Thus,

E (T ) 
Now, for all i 2 [N ℄ and  2 f0; 1gi 1 ,
Pr[Xi = 1 j X1 X2    Xi
Let p def
=

100 ,


1

N
X
i=1

= ℄

Xi >



2

1

g:
(8)

N:


 (i s 1)  2nds 1  100
:

and de ne N independent random variables Y1 ; : : : ; YN su h that
(

Yi

=

1 with probability
0 otherwise



100 :

2 The argument we use is di erent from what is usually used for showing the existen e of expander graphs.
Consider the random graph G obtained by hoosing d random neighbors from V (with repla ement) for ea h
vertex in U . We wish to avoid the event 9S  U (jS j  2n) : j (S )j  (1 2 )djS j: One usually [3, p. 331℄ bounds
the probability of this event by


2n  
X
(1 2 )di di
m
jV j
:
i
(1 2 )di
jV j
i=1
For our hoi e of parameters, d = b log m and jV j = d 200n2log m e, this quantity is not less than 1 (for example,
onsider the term with i = n), although in Lemma 3.10, we show that G has the required expansion property
with high probability.
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Then, for all k,
Pr[

N
X
i=1

Xi

 k℄  Pr[

N
X
i=1

Yi

 k℄:

(9)

We will use the following form of Cherno 's bound (see, for example, Alon and Spen er [1,
Theorem A.12℄):
Pr[
Thus,

N
X
i=1

Pr[

Yi

N
X
i=1

 (p + Æ)N ℄ 

Yi

 2 N ℄ 



T

2(2n)
U

E (T )℄ 

p+Æ


e=100

(10)

:

N=2

=2

2n
X
t=1

 t( log m 1)

1


4
2 2t
m

:

2

Claim 3.11 now follows from (8) and (9).
Sin e Pr[E (;)℄ = 0, Claim 3.11 implies that
Pr[

(p+Æ)N

ep

 ( 41 )td



_



!

m

2

t

m

2t



2n 
X

4 t

t=1

m

< 1:

where we use our assumption, m  8, to justify the last inequality. Thus, with non-zero probability, G is an expander.
3.3

Multiprobe randomized s heme with one-sided error

We now show that the spa e requirement for s hemes with one-sided error an be redu ed if
more bitprobes are allowed.

Proof of Theorem 5: Our s heme will have two tables. The rst table, T1 , will ome dire tly
from Theorem 1 (with an appropriate hoi e of ); the se ond table will be based on ideas used
in Theorem 3. Our multiprobe query algorithm will, orrespondingly, have two phases. In the
rst phase, it will probe T1 several times (to redu e the error). In the se ond phase, it will probe
T2 just on e. The s heme is non-adaptive: the lo ations to be probed are ompletely determined
by the query element and the random string, but don't depend on the a tual values read.
We will view the rst half of our s heme as a randomized multiprobe s heme with small
two-sided error.
Lemma 3.12 There is a randomized (n; m; O( n2 log m); t)-s heme that makes an error of at
most (2e)t=2 .
14

Proof We use the randomized (n; m; s; 1)-s heme of Theorem 1, but run the query algorithm
t times (with independent oin tosses) and say `Yes' if and only if at least t=2 of the t runs give
the answer `Yes'. Using Cherno 's bound (see (10) above), we on lude that
Pr[Error℄

 (2e)t=2 :
2

We will use the above lemma with  = n Æ=2 =(2e) and t = d4=Æ e. This will give us an
(n; m; O(n1+Æ log m); d4=Æ e)-s heme  with error probability at most n 2 . We use  to onstru t
^ The rst table, T1 , of our s heme is exa tly what  uses; it has
our multiprobe s heme .
1+
Æ
s = O (n
log m) bits. The se ond table, T2 , has s0 = d2n1+Æ log me bits. To see how the
ontents of T2 are de ided, let us rst des ribe how the query algorithm uses T2 .

The query algorithm: Suppose the query algorithm of  uses random strings of length `.
In our query algorithm, for ea h u 2 [m℄, we have a sequen e u = hr1 ; r2 ; : : : ; rs0 i, of strings
ri 2 f0; 1g` . On re eiving the query \Is u in S ?", the algorithm rst hooses i uniformly at
random from [s0 ℄, and then uses the query algorithm of s heme  with the ith element of u
(that is, ri above) as the random string and T1 as its table. If the answer returned by  is `Yes',
we say `Yes'. If the answer is `No', we move on to table T2 , probe the lo ation i there, and
say `Yes' if and only if we read a 1. Thus, to ompletely spe ify the query algorithm, we must
x sequen es u for ea h u 2 [m℄. We will show later how suitable sequen es u an be found.
First, let us determine the ontents of table T2 .
The table T2 : On e the query algorithm is spe i ed, there is a natural hoi e for the ontents
of T2 . Let Error (S; u; r) denote the event \after storing the set S in its table, the proto ol
 gives a wrong answer for the query \Is u in S ?" when it uses the random string r." For
[m℄
S 2 n , let
R(S; u)

def

=
R(S ) =

def

fi : Error(S; u; u (i))g; and
[

2

R(S; u):

u S

Sin e we allow no error for query elements u 2 S , T2 (i) must be 1 for all i 2 R(S ), when
we store the set S in our tables. Let the remaining
bits of T2 be 0. This learly ensures
[
m℄
that Pri [Error^ (S; u; i)℄ = 0 for all S 2 n and u 2 S . It remains only to ensure that
Pri [Error^ (S; u; i)℄  n Æ , when u 62 S . For this, we need to hoose u arefully.

Choosing

u :

For u 62 S , we have Error^ (S; u; i)  Error (S; u; u (i)) _ i 2 R(S ). Thus,
Pr[Error^ (S; u; i)℄  Pr[Error (S; u; u (i))℄ + Pr[i 2 R(S )℄:
i

i

i

(11)

To bound the rst term on the right we show

8u; S; jR(S; u)j  n log m;
15

(12)

to bound the se ond, we show

8S; jR(S )j  n log m:

s0

(13)

Sin e n log m  2nÆ , using these bounds in (11), we obtain Pri [Error^ (S; u; i)℄  n Æ .
Thus, we need to hoose u su h that (12) and (13) hold. Let ea h u be a sequen e of s0
randomly (uniformly and independently) hosen strings from f0; 1g` . Now,

1
Pr ` [Error (S; u; r)℄  2 :
n
r 2f0;1g
Sin e u is obtained by pi king s0 = d2n1+Æ log me strings from f0; 1g` independently, we get
using Cherno 's bound (see (10) above) that
Pr [jR(S; u)j > n log m℄
fu g



e=n2

!n log m



1=(4nÆ )



4e

n log m

n

:

[Note (n log m)=s0  1=(4nÆ ).℄ Thus,
Pr [9u 2 [m℄; S 2
fu g

[m℄

!

n

 n log m
1
< :
jR(S; u)j > n log m℄  mn+1 4ne
2

Thus, (12) holds with probability more than 21 .
To ensure (13), we rst observe that for ea h i 2 [s0 ℄,
Pr[i 2 R(S )℄



X

2

u S

Pr[i 2 R(S; u)℄

 n  n12 = n1 :

Furthermore, the events `i 2 R(S )' are independent for di erent i 2 [s0 ℄. Thus, using Cherno 's
bound (see (10) above), we obtain
Pr [jR(S )j > n log m℄
fu g
and

Pr [9S 2
fu g

[m℄

!

n





e=n

n log m

1=(4nÆ )

jR(S )j > n log m℄ 

m




n



4e

n1

4e
n

n log m
Æ

n log m

<

;

1
:
2

Thus, (13) holds with probability more than 21 .
Sin e (12) and (13) both hold with probability more than 21 , they hold simultaneously for
some hoi e fu gu2[m℄ . We x one su h hoi e in our query algorithm.

4 Lower bounds for randomized s hemes
Consider a s heme that uses spa e s and just one bitprobe. In general, on re eiving a query
the algorithm does one of three things based on the out ome of its oin tosses and the query
element:
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1. It de ides to answer `Yes', regardless of what is stored in the table (whi h it may or may
not read);
2. It de ides to answer `No', regardless of what is stored in the table;
3. It omputes, based on the oin tosses and the query element, an index i 2 [s℄ and
(a) answers `Yes' if and only if the ith bit of the table is 1; or
(b) answers `Yes' if and only if the ith bit of the table is 0.
It will be onvenient if our query algorithm has the following standard form: it always reads
some bit of the table and answers `Yes' if and only if it reads a 1. A s heme with a general query
algorithm an be modi ed easily so that the new query algorithm is in standard form. This
modi ation will roughly double the spa e required but keep the error probability the same.
Suppose the original algorithm used the table T : [s℄ ! f0; 1g. The new algorithm will use a
table T 0 : [s + 1℄  f0; 1g ! f0; 1g, whose ontents are de ned by
T 0 (i; b)

def

=

8
>
< T (i)

if i 2 [s℄ and b = 1
:
T (i) if i 2 [s℄ and b = 0
>
if i = s + 1

: b

:

The query algorithm is then modi ed as follows: in ase (1) above, when the old algorithm
always said `Yes', the new algorithm reads the bit T 0 (s + 1; 1); in ase (2) the new algorithm
reads T 0 (s + 1; 0); in ase (3a) it reads T 0 (i; 1); and in ase (3b) it reads T 0 (i; 0). In all ases,
the answer is `Yes' if and only if the bit read is 1.
Our lower bounds for randomized one-probe s hemes are based on bounds for r- over-free
families.

De nition 4.1 A family of sets F is r- over-free if for
fT1 ; T2 ; : : : ; Tr g, T0 6 T1 [ : : : [ Tr .

T 0 ; T1 ; : : : ; T r

2F

su h that

T0

62

Theorem 10 (Furedi [16℄) If F is an r- over-free family of sets and r  jFj1=3 , then

j

[
T

2F

T

2

j  4 log rr+ O(1) log jFj:

[Similar bounds have been shown by [7, 28, 6℄.℄
4.1

Randomized s hemes with one-sided error

Proof of Theorem 4: Suppose there is a randomized (n; m; s; 1)-s heme with negative onesided error . As dis ussed earlier, this implies that there is a randomized (n; m; 2s + 2; 1)s heme with negative one-sided error , whose query algorithm is in standard form. Consider
the bipartite graph G = (U; V; E ), where U = [m℄, V = [2s + 2℄, and (u; v) 2 E if and only if
lo ation v is probed (with non-zero probability) on query \Is u in S ?". In parti ular, on query
\Is u in S ?", the algorithm pi ks an element v 2 (u) at random, a ording to some distribution
Du , and answers `Yes' if and only if there is a 1 in lo ation v of the table.
Let r def
= d n e 1; note r < n .
17

Claim 4.2

f (u)gu2U

is an r- over-free family.

Proof Suppose
the laim is false. Then, there exist distin t u; u1 ; u2 ; : : : ; ur 2 U su h that
S
(u)  ri=1 (ui ). Let S be a random subset of fu1 ; u2 ; : : : ; ur g of size n. Then, for ea h
def P
i 2 (u), Pr[i 2 (S )℄  nr . For T  V , let Du (T ) =
i2T Du (i). By linearity of expe tation
E[Du ( (S ))℄ =

X

2

i

(u)

Du (i) Pr[i

2 (S )℄  nr

X

2

i

(u)

Du (i)

=

n
r

> :

Fix a hoi e for S with Du ( (S )) > . When S is stored, all lo ations in (S ) must ontain a
1 (be ause the error is negative one-sided). Then, on query \Is u in S ?", the query algorithm
answers `Yes' with probability more than , but the error allowed is at most .
2
Claim 4.2 and Theorem 10 imply that if r  m1=3 , then
2

jV j  4 log rr+ O(1) log m:
2

n
Thus, s = ( 2 log(
log m).
n=)

We next onsider positive one-sided error and observe that bitve tors are optimal in this
ase.

Theorem 11 Let  < 1 and m  1. Any randomized (1; m; s; 1)-s heme with positive one-sided
error  must have s  m.
Proof Sin e  < 1, for ea h u 2 [m℄ there must be a oin toss sequen e ru for whi h the query
algorithm says `Yes' when the set fug is stored and the query \Is u in S ?" is posed. In this
ase, the algorithm must probe some lo ation of the table, for otherwise, it would say `Yes' with
non-zero probability even when the empty set is stored. Let `u 2 [s℄ be the lo ation probed,
and let bu 2 f0; 1g be the bit read. We laim that `u 6= `u0 for u 6= u0 . For, suppose u 6= u0 and
`u = `u0 . We have two ases.
bu

= bu0 : Store S = fug. On query \Is u0 in S ?" and oin toss sequen e ru0 the algorithm will
answer `Yes', whi h is not allowed.

bi

6= bj : Store the empty set. Either on query \Is u in S ?" with oin toss sequen e ru, or on

query \Is u0 in S ?" with oin toss sequen e ru0 , the answer will be `Yes'. But when the
empty set is stored the answer should be `No' with probability 1 for all queries.
Thus, `u 6= `u0 when u 6= u0 , implying s  m.

4.2

Randomized s hemes with two-sided error

To prove the lower bound for randomized s hemes with two-sided error, we need to use upper
bounds on r- over free families together with the lower bound.
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Proof of Theorem 2: Fix a randomized (n; m; s; 1)-s heme that answers queries with probability of error at most . We assume that the query algorithm is in standard form, and, as
before, model it using the bipartite graph (U; V; E ), where U = [m℄ and V = [s℄: on query \Is u
in S ?", the algorithm probes a random lo ation in [s℄ a ording to a distribution Du (Du (i) 6= 0
i i 2 (u)), and answers `Yes' if and only if the lo ation ontains a 1.
For our lower bound, we will need an r- over-free family F  [mn℄ , where r = b 1 . We rst
present the argument assuming su h a family; later we will obtain our lower bound by hoosing
a suitably large F . For S 2 F , let TS  [s℄ be the set of lo ations of the table that ontain a 1
when S is stored. Let ` = b 21 . Sin e   14 , we have `  1.

fTS : S 2 Fg is `- over-free.
Proof Suppose TS0  TS1 [ TS2 [ : : : [ TS ; for some S0 ; S1 ; : : : ; S` 2 F su h that S0 62
fS1 ; S2; : : : ; S`g. We will derive a ontradi tion. S
P`
Sin e F is r- over-free and
r  `, we have S0 6 `i=1 Si ; let u 2 S0
i=1 Si . Sin e u 2 S0 ,
S`
Du (TS0 )  1 . Thus, Du ( i=1 TS )  1  and Du (TS )  1 `  for some i 2 [n℄. Fix one su h
Claim 4.3

`

i

i.

i

Now, when the s heme stores the set Si and re eives the query \Is u in Si ?", it says \Yes"
with probability at least 1 `   2(1 ) > . But this is not possible.
2
Using the above laim and Theorem 10, we obtain that if `  jFj1=3 , then
s

2

 4 log ``+ O(1) log jFj:

(14)

To prove our lower bound, we need to nd a r- over-free family of large size. If   n1 , we use

Lemma 3.2 to obtain F  [mn ℄ of size at least
m



dne
n 2
dne





m

n

e2 n

;

where the pairwise interse tion of sets is of size at most dne 1. Su h a family is b 1 - over-free,
for otherwise some pair of sets would interse t on at least d b1n= e  dne elements. Then, (14)
gives us (using our assumption n  m1=3 )
s

2

 4 log(1(1==) )+ O(1) log

If  < n1 , we use the r- over-free family
s



[m℄
1

m

n

e2 n

=





n

 log(1=)

log m

and use (14) to obtain

2

 4 log(1(1==) )+ O(1) log m =



n

 log(1=)

log m

5 Deterministi s hemes
We now show a time-spa e tradeo result for deterministi s hemes.
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:

:

Proof of Theorem 6: Re all that the bitstring used to store the set S 2
Let

[m℄
n

is alled (S ).

fh`; (S )(`)i : lo ation ` of (S ) is probed on query \Is u in S ?" for some u 2 S g:
We now observe that the sets TS have to be in omparable for di erent S . For, if TS1  TS2 for
S1 6= S2 , store the set S1 and ask the query \Is u in S1 ?" for an element u 2 S2 S1 . The s heme
TS

def

=

will err on this query whi h is a ontradi tion. Now, ea h TS is a subset of size at most nt of
the set [s℄  f0; 1g. It follows, from
the LYM inequality (see, for example, Alon and Spen er [1,

p. 183℄) that mn  maxint 2is .
We now study deterministi s hemes, when the number of probes allowed is small.

Proof of Theorem 7, Part (1): We will obtain our deterministi s heme from a randomized
(m; n; O(tnm2=(t+1) ); 1)-s heme with error probability less than 21 . The randomized s heme we
use will be in the standard from: on query \Is u in S ?", the query algorithm will pi k a lo ation
randomly from a set (u), and say `Yes' if and only if a 1 is stored there. The size of (u) will
be exa tly 2t + 1. To obtain the deterministi s heme, we read all lo ations in (u), and say
`Yes' if a majority (at least t + 1) of them ontain 1.
To onstru t the randomized s heme, we use the method of Theorem 1. Using al ulations
similar to those in the proof of Lemma 3.10, one an show that there is a graph G = (U; V; E ),
where U = [m℄ and V = [s℄, su h that s = O(tnm2=(t+1) ) and j u j = 2t + 1 for u 2 U , su h that
t
)-interse tion property. By Lemmas 3.6 and 3.4, it follows that there
f (u)gu2U has the (n; 2t+1
2
=(t+1)
is an (m; n; O(tnm
); 1)-s heme with error probability less than 21 .
Proof of Theorem 7, Part (2): Our adaptive s heme uses a ombination of the FKS s heme
and the bitve tor s heme.
Storing S heme: Given a set T , do the following.
Step 1: Find a prime p < n2 log m su h that if x 6= y; x; y 2 T , then x mod p 6= y mod p. The
fa t that su h a prime exists has been shown by Fredman, Komlos and Szemeredi [15℄.
Store p using O(log n + log log m) bits.
Step 2: Now, the set T mod p onsists of n elements, ea h less than n2 log m. Store this set
using the FKS data stru ture. This requires spa e O(n(log n + log log m)).
Step 3: For every x 2 T , do the following: divide the string x into t blo ks B1 ; : : : ; Bt ea h of
size log m=t. For ea h su h blo k Bi , onstru t a look-up table of size 2log m=t with a 1 in
the index given by Bi . Spa e required is nt2log m=t bits.
Spa e used by the storing s heme is O(n(log n + log log m) + nt2log m=t ).

Query S heme: Given a query u, do the following.
Step 1: Read the prime p. This requires O(log n + log log m) bitprobes.
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Step 2: Find u mod p. Now, he k if there is an element y in T su h that u mod p = y mod p
using the FKS stru ture. This requires O(log n + log log m) bitprobes.
Step 3: If there is no su h y, say no.
Step 4: If there is su h a y, retrieve a pointer to it using O(log n) bitprobes. Then divide u
into t blo ks and he k if x = y blo k by blo k. This requires t bitprobes.
Time used by the query s heme is O(log n + log log m) + t.
Finally, we onsider deterministi s hemes that use two bitprobes. We show that two nonadaptive probes do not help even for n = 2. We also show that adaptiveness helps for n = 2.

Proof of Theorem 8, Part(1): There are 16 di erent fun tions mapping f0; 1g2 to f0; 1g.
We will divide them into 3 lasses.
1. Degenerate fun tions. These are the fun tions depending on at most one variable. There
are 6 su h fun tions, namely 0, 1, u, y, x, y.
2. In exible fun tions. These are the fun tions f , so that there there is a value of f (x; y) whi h
determines the value of u as well as the value of y. For instan e x ^ y = 1 ) x = y = 1.
There are 8 su h fun tions, namely x ^ y, x ^ y, x ^ y, x ^ y, x _ y, x _ y, x _ y, x _ y.
3. Flexible fun tions. These are fun tions whi h are neither degenerate nor in exible. There
are 2 su h fun tions, namely x  y, and x  y.
Suppose the theorem fails. Fix m at the smallest value for whi h this happens. Note that
the theorem is trivially true for m = 1. Let U be a universe of size m. The orresponding
s heme asso iates with ea h z 2 U two lo ations uz and vz in f1; ::; sg and a Boolean fun tion
fz : f0; 1g2 ! f0; 1g. Clearly, if for some z , fz is onstant, the s heme is in orre t. Now assume
that for some z , fz is degenerate. Assume that it depends on its rst variable. We an get a
s heme for a universe of size m 1 by xing the value of uz , yielding a stru ture of size s 1.
This is a ontradi tion. Thus we an assume that all fun tions fz are in exible or exible. Now
assume, to the ontrary, that s < m. Let the multi-graph G = (V; E ) be given by V = f1; : : : ; sg
and E = fez = (uz ; vz ) : z 2 U g. Let an edge ez be denoted exible if the orresponding fun tion
fz is exible and let it be denoted in exible otherwise. As jE j = m, jV j = s, and s < m, G
ontains a y le C (as G is a multi-graph, it may be the ase that C onsists of exa tly two
identi al edges).
Now there are two ases:
1. The y le C ontains only exible edges. Let Z be the elements orresponding to the
edges in C . Fix any setting  of the bits in the data stru ture. Ea h edge ez on the y le
orresponds to an element z 2 Z , and we an see if z 2 S by adding, modulo 2, the setting
 (uz ) of the bit uz and the setting  (vz ) of the bit vz or the setting  (uz ) of the bit uz and
the setting  (vz ) of the bit vz . This quantity summed over all z in Z uniquely determines
the parity of the number of elements of S \ Z . But this sum is zero or one depending on
the number of z of the se ond type. As the sum determines the parity of jZ \ S j, either ;
or fz g, where z is any element of Z , has no valid representation.
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2. The y le C ontains an in exible edge. Let this edge be ez . There is a hoi e of z 2 S
or z 62 S whi h makes only one on guration of the values of the bits uz ,vz possible. Fix
this hoi e. Let us assume that it is z 2 S (the ase z 62 S is similar). Now let z1 be the
other edge on C , adja ent to vz . Having already xed vz = uz1 , there are two possibilities:
either having thus xed uz1 determines whether z1 2 S or it doesn't. If it does, either fz g
or fz; z1 g has no valid representation and we are done. If it doesn't, we x the setting of
vz1 in the unique way so that z1 62 S . Now let z2 be the other edge on C , adja ent to
vz1 . Having already xed vz1 = uz2 , there are two possibilities: xing uz2 in this manner
either determines whether or not z2 2 S , or it doesn't. If it does, either fz g or fz; z1 g
has no valid representation and we are done. If it doesn't, we x the setting of vz2 in the
unique way so that z2 62 S . Now let z3 be the other edge on C , adja ent to vz2 , et ... Thus
working our way around the y le, we nally ome to an edge ezl adja ent to uz . Thus, we
have xed uzl as well as vzl = uz and we on lude that either fz g or fz; zl g has no valid
representation.
Thus, we have arrived at a ontradi tion, and we on lude s  m.
It is easy to get a 3 probe non-adaptive s heme for sets of size at most 2 using spa e O(m1=2 ).
Su h a s heme an be obtained, for instan e, from the expli it one-sided error s heme by setting
the parameters appropriately.

Proof of Theorem 8, Part(2): The stru ture of the proof is as follows. We will rst de ne
a ertain ombinatorial obje t. We then show that the existen e of this obje t implies the
two-probe s heme laimed in the Theorem. Then we show, using the probabilisti method (in
parti ular, the alteration te hnique), that the desired obje t exists.
Thus, let U = f1; 2; : : : ; mg. Let an augmented s-partition of U be a system onsisting of
1. A partition of U into lasses U1 ; U2 ; : : : ; Us
2. a set system M1 ; M2 ; : : : ; Ms on f1; 2; : : : ; sg
3. a set system N1 ; N2 ; : : : ; Ns on f1; 2; : : : ; sg
4. a family of one-to-one maps fi : Ui ! Mi
5. a family of one-to-one maps gi : Ui ! Ni
with the following property
For all Ui 6= Uj , x 2 Ui and y 2 Uj , we have either fi(x) 62 Mj and fj (y) 62 Mi or gi (x) 62 Nj
and gj (y) 62 Ni .

Claim 5.1 If an augmented s-partition exists, there is an adaptive two probe s heme using 3s
bits solving the membership problem.
Proof
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Storing s heme: The s heme will make use of three tables T; T0 and T1 ea h of size s. Given
a set S = fx; yg, there are three ases.
and T [j ℄ = 1 for all j 6= i. We let
62 ffi(x); fi (y)g. We let T1[j ℄ = 0 for

1.

u and y are in the same lass, Ui . We let T [i℄ = 0
T0 [fi (x)℄ = T0 [fi (y )℄ = 1 and let T0 [j ℄ = 0 for all j
all j .

2.

u and y
Mi . We

3.

x and y are in di erent lasses, x Ui and y Uj . Furthermore gi (x) Nj and gj (y )
Ni . We let T [i℄ = T [j ℄ = 1 and T [k ℄ = 0 for all k
i; j . We let T1 [gi (x)℄ = T1 [gj (y )℄ =
and let T0 [j ℄ = 0 for all j gi (x); gj (y) . We let T0 [j ℄ = 0 for all j .

are in di erent lasses, x 2 Ui and y 2 Uj . Furthermore fi (x) 62 Mj and fj (y) 62
let T [i℄ = T [j ℄ = 0 and T [k℄ = 1 for all k 62 fi; j g. We let T0 [fi (x)℄ = T0 [fj (y)℄ = 1
and let T0 [j ℄ = 0 for all j 62 ffi (x); fj (y)g. We let T1 [j ℄ = 0 for all j .

2

2

62 f

g

62

62 f g

62
1

Query s heme: Given a query q in lass Ui , do the following:
1. Read T [i℄.
2. If it is 0, read T0 [fi (q)℄. If 1 is seen, say yes. Otherwise say no.
3. If it is 1, read T1 [gi (q)℄. If 1 is seen, say yes. Otherwise say no.
It is easily seen that the augmented partition property ensures that the s heme is orre t. 2
The theorem now follows from the following laim.

Claim 5.2 For any m, an augmented O(m3=4 )-partition exists.
Proof Let U 0 = f1; 2; : : : ; 2mg. We shall onstru t a \blemished" augmented partition of U 0
and then alter it so that it has the right property.
We assume without loss of generality that s = 2(2m)3=4 is an integer and divides 2m. Thus,
we an partition U 0 evenly into U1 ; U2 ; : : : ; Us , ea h of size 21 (2m)1=4 . Now we hoose Mi and Ni
independently at random from among all subsets of size 21 (2m)1=4 of f1; 2; : : : ; sg. We hoose fi
and gi independently at random from all one-to-one fun tions.
Now, onsider xed x 2 Ui ; y 2 Uj for i 6= j . We will bound the probability that the property
fails for this parti ular pair. Clearly,
Pr[fi (x) 2 Mj ℄ =
By the union bound,
and similarly

jMj j = 12 (2m)1=4 =
2(2m)3=4

s

Pr[fi (x) 2 Mj _ fj (y) 2 Mi ℄ 
Pr[gi (x) 2 Nj _ gj (y) 2 Ni ℄ 
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1

4(2m)1=2
1

2(2m)1=2
1

2(2m)1=2

:

As the two events are independent, we get
1
:
8m
Therefore, the expe ted number of pairs (x; y) for whi h the desired property does not hold is
less than 22m 81m < m. Hen e there is a hoi e of Mi ; Ni ; fi ; gi su h that the number of bad pairs
(x; y) is at most m. Now from ea h su h bad pair, remove one of the elements. We remove at
most m elements, yielding a universe of size at least m, as desired. For the remaining elements,
the property holds, and we are done.
2
The bound of O(m3=4 ) in the above laim has been improved to O(m2=3 ) by Venkatesh Raman
and S. Srinivasa Rao (see [27℄).
Pr[(fi (x) 2 Mj _ fj (y) 2 Mi ) ^ (gi (x) 2 Nj _ gj (y) 2 Ni )℄ 
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